
Wage Payment Method and Changes in Demand 

How illegal sports streams affect athletes' earnings 

Illegal streaming has always been a serious problem in sports industry, people stream sports 

events such as Mixed Martial Arts, Boxing or American Football events for free illegally. 

Criminals upload free live streams on platforms such as websites publicly. As a result, sports 

promotions will suffer a loss, but how exactly do they suffer from illegal streaming and how would 

this affect athletes’ earnings? 

Take the well-known American Mixed Martial Arts promotion company, the “Ultimate 

Fighting Championship” (UFC) as an example. There are two major means for the UFC to earn 

revenue, one is through selling event tickets and the other one is through online “UFC fight pass”. 

Meanwhile, fighters are paid on piece rates combined with profit-sharing and bonuses. Bonuses 

are decided by the Pay Per View (PPV), an important factor, in which audience need to pay an 

additional amount of money to watch events. Contracts are signed between the UFC and fighters. 

The contracts allocate fighters into different wage tiers, and for each tier, there is a range of wage 

rates they will receive every time they fight. For example, fighters at the lowest wage tier will 

receive an amount from USD$10,000 to USD$30,000 per-fight according to the promotion’s 

revenue. So, this payment method is a combination of piece rate and profit-sharing with bonuses. 

When audience decide to watch fights online, they have two options – either pay for the 

“UFC fight pass” or stream it illegally. As both legal and illegal streams satisfy the same wants, 

they are in competitive demand, i.e., they are substitutes. Criminals earn money through 

advertisement, distributing malware or some even do not make money, but they just do it due to 

their passion for the sport. A free stream provided by the illegal sites will cause a fall in demand 



for the “UFC fight pass”, leading to a fall in price and quantity transacted, and hence the total 

revenue earned by the UFC. 

But how does a fall in the demand for the “UFC fight pass” affect fighter’s earnings? When 

the number of streamers paid for the “UFC fight pass” falls, the number of PPV falls, leading to a 

decrease in fighter’s bonuses. Besides, when the total revenue earned by the UFC falls, the fighter’s 

total income will also automatically decrease according to their wage tier under profit-sharing 

wage payment method. Eventually, the loss UFC suffers will pass on to fighters, leading to a fall 

in their earnings. 

However, if we harshly restrict people from watching illegal streams and ban all the sites, it 

may cause a backfire. As these sites actually entertain people who cannot afford the “UFC fight 

pass” and promote the brand name “UFC” among them. In certain situation, this move could 

increase the UFC’s revenue when the income of those people rises and when “UFC fight pass” is 

affordable for them. Therefore, it is controversial to decide whether we should ban these sites and 

that is another topic to discuss. 

But now if we focus on the fighter’s pay and the revenue of the UFC, I suggest governments 

negotiate with the UFC for broadcasting rights or encourage TV stations to obtain them, so that 

UFC fights can be streamed on free TV legally. So, the revenue of the UFC and their fighters can 

be secured while ordinary people can watch fights without paying an expensive price. 
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